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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
RR LYRAE CALIBRATION USING SDSS, SINGLE-EPOCH SPECTROSCOPY
I use single-epoch, SDSS spectroscopy of RR Lyraes identified in the Catalina survey
to separate the spectra into same-temperature groups. Then I draw temperature-
phase diagrams of the groups. I find shocked stars, improperly phased stars, low
amplitude stars, and a few that are more likely eclipsing binaries. The RR Lyraes are
then given precise metallicities by measurements of the CaII K and H-β, H-γ, and
H-δ lines. This leads to better distance measurements, which allow me to confirm a
distinction between the inner and outer galactic halo.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 A Brief History of Variable Stars
Variable stars, stars that appear to change their brightness, have long been part of
astronomical observation. Reports of new stars date back many centuries. Goodricke
(1784) discovered the variablility of δ Cepheis, the namesake of the Cepheid variables,
a type of intrinsically variable star whose brightness changes over the course of about a
month. Leavitt (1908) used these Cepheid variables to make a discovery known as the
period-luminosity relation. This relation, valid across many types of variable stars,
states that the period of a variable star is proportional to its luminosity. Leavitt used
this relationship and the measured luminosity of these stars to calculate the distance
to the Magellanic Clouds.
Another type of intriniscally variable star called RR Lyraes were originally discov-
ered in globular clusters (Pickering, 1898). Since all the stars in a globular cluster are
essentially the same distance from Earth, this same period-luminosity relation seen
in Figure 1.1 could be used to measure the distance to the cluster.Cluster studies are
useful for establishing properties of RR Lyraes since all stars in most clusters have
similar metal abundances, but many including the prototype RR Lyrae itself are not
part of any cluster.
1.2 Overview of RR Lyrae Properties
An RR Lyrae is a pulsating star that evolved off the main sequence of the Hertzsprung-
Russell (HR) diagram (shown in Figure 1.2). Once on the horizontal branch, their
108 K cores fuse three helium nuclei into a single carbon nuclei. On the surface, their
temperatures vary between about 6100 and 7400 K. Their mass is about 0.7 times
that of the sun. Their radius is about 5 times that of the Sun Smith (1995).
Different type of RR Lyraes can be seen in Bailey (1902) diagrams. In these
diagrams, such as the one for the globular cluster M15 in Figure 1.3, the period
is plotted along the x-axis and the amplitude on the y-axis. The short-period low
amplitude RR Lyraes are type c. Type ab (originally called because it was thought
that the higher amplitude types bs were distinguishable from the lower amplitude
type as. ) The ab section is often seen to have a dense area and a diffuse region
with longer periods. The main region has been called the Oosterhoof type I group
while the diffuse region is Oosterhoof type II since the distinction was discovered by
Oosterhoff (1939). A given globular cluster generally has only one of the two types
(van Albada & Baker, 1973).
Pulsation in RR Lyraes happens via the κ mechanism (Cox, 1980; King & Cox,
1968) described here. To maintain hydrostatic equilibrium, pressure and density
must be balanced. If the presure is too strong, the star collapses. If the pressure
is too weak, the star expands. In either case, oscillation is prohibited. Pulsation
requires a process that can do PdV work while compressed and receive heat while
1
Figure 1.1: Apparent magnitude versus period for RR Lyraes in the globular cluster
Reticulum in the K, W1, and W2 bands, from Madore et al. (2013).
expanded. The star must dissipate the heat at the same rate that work is done. The
Krammer opacity κ, is proportional to ρ
T 3.5
, where ρ is the stellar density and T is
the temperature. This means that in most of the stellar interior, compression will
make the star more opaque. However, temperatures near the ionization temperature
of an element will absorb the heat and trap the radiation. For an RR Lyrae, the
helium is partially ionized since the temperature is near the boundary between He I
(unionized) and He II (singly ionized) boundary (7,500 K). In this region the opacity
changes to become proportional to ρT .
Using specific heat and crossing times, one can derive that the pulsation period






where ρ⊙ is the mean solar density and the proportionality constant Q has been
measured to be about 1.1 hour. Even though real stars must decrease in density from
the center to the surface, and there are nonlinearities, and and nonadiabatic input is
needed to consider amplitude, this relationship still holds.
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Figure 1.2: This figure shows the HR diagram with different types of variable stars.
The solid curve represents the main sequence. Dotted lines show evolutionary paths
of select stars. Hot stars are on the left. Bright stars are on the top. This image is
taken from Figure 1 of Jeffery (2008).
There are two types of pulsation modes: radial and non-radial. In the radial
modes, the star expands and contracts. The temperature and luminosity are changed
in the process. The computational work for modeling these is relatively easy as it
can be addressed in 1-dimensional models. The non-radial modes, on the other hand,
require fully 3-dimensional computational models based on the spherical harmonics.
Fortunately, the dominant pulsation modes are radial, but the non-radial modes have
been known since Olech et al. (1999). The fundamental radial mode is dominant in
RR Lyrae of type ab. The first overtone mode is dominant in RR Lyraes of type
c. Both are important in RR Lyraes of type d (RRd) (Alcock et al., 2000). The
second overtone is dominant in type e (RRe), although some believe these are simply
short-period type c (Kovacs, 1998; Clement et al., 2001; Catelan, 2004).
During the course of a pulsation cycle, RRL may undergo shocks (Abt, 1959)
where an inner layer of fluid wants to move out and outer layer wants to move
in. These shocks appear spectroscopically as a bump and a hump Gillet & Crowe
(1988) in which the line emission is shown. In the main shock, the line absorption
3
Figure 1.3: Period-amplitude diagram of the RR Lyraes in M15 from Bingham et al.
(1984). The RRabs are filled circles; the RRcs are open circles.
doubles. Preston (2011) found a third shock. A view of all known shocks in the
H-α line may be seen in Figure 1 of Gillet & Fokin (2014) They are rarer in RRcs
(Garbuzov & Zaikova, 1986; Peterson et al., 1996), and not yet confirmed to happen
in RRds. The shocks occur for about 4% of the pulsation cycle. Yang et al. (2014)
found three shocked RRL in the LAMOST survey.
When a variable star is observed over time, a light curve can be drawn to show
how the magnitude changes through its phases. The standard convention is that
maximum light is phase 0 and 1. An example of a light curve for RR Lyraes of type
ab (RRab) and c (RRc) is shown in Figure 1.4. RRcs have sinusoidal light curves,
which makes them difficult to distinguish from eclipsing binaries. In contrast, RRabs
tend to stay near minimum light for most of the cycle.
4
Figure 1.4: This the light curve of a typical RR Lyrae of type ab on the left, and type
c on the right. These are shown in each of the five SDSS photometry bands u, g, r,
i, and z ranging from the near-ultraviolet to the near infrared from top to bottom.
This image was taken from De Lee (2008).
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1.3 Halo disputes
Now that I know what RR Lyaes are, I can use them to address a problem in the
galactic halo.
The Milky Way is composed of a thin disk, thick disk, bulge, stellar halo, and
dark matter halo. The thin disk is home to stars wirth large orbital rotational speed.
The thick disk is home to stars which lag the orbital speed of the thin disk. The
bulge is the more spherical portion in the center. The halo is the spheroidal part,
which is supported by random motions and has little systemic rotation. While the
halo is principally made of dark matter, the stars are used to probe the halo.
The age of the halo can be estimated by the metallicity of its stars. The term
”metallicity” refers to the abundance of all elements heavier than helium. It is denoted
by [Fe/H], the base-10 logarithm of the iron-to-hydrogen ratio of a given star divided
by that of the Sun. Since this is a base-10 logarithm, the values are expressed in
units called dex. While hydrogen and helium were formed in the aftermath of the
big bang, the heavier elements through iron are formed through fusion in the core of
post-main-sequence stars, and the rest of the periodic table is formed through neutron
capture during supernovae. When a star goes supernova, these heavier elements are
released into the insterstellar medium and eventually form new stars. When these
new stars die, they increase the metallicity of the interstellar medium, which causes
the new stars to be more metal-rich. Hence younger stars should be more metal-rich
than older stars in a given region. The galactic halo is made of very metal-poor stars,
so the halo is thought to be ancient. There are some problems with this reasoning.
It assumes that the supernova material spreads across the universe immediately or
at least that there is a lack of stellar migration to allow us to use the relation locally.
Stars can migrate in groups known as streams that can be detected by using velocities
obtained through redshifts in the line-of-sight direction and proper motions in the
other two directions Klement (2010). Another problem is that the interstellar medium
composition is not necessarily the same as that of the newly formed stars due to the
cooling involving in star formation.
The nature of the galactic halo has some serious implications for galactic archae-
ology. If the halo is a single entity, then the galaxy formed with its own stars. If the
halo has two components, the inner component was part of the original formation
of the galaxy while the outer component came from globular clusters and mergers.
Because RR Lyraes are standard candles, their distances are readily found from their
luminosity, which makes them useful to study the population of the galactic halo.
A recent attempt to assess the nature of the galactic halo was made by Carollo et al.
(2007), who used the fifth data release (DR-5) of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
to select main sequence stars within 4 kiloparsecs (kpc) of the Sun with 3D velocity
information. They used this information to project orbits, which in turn would tell
them how far away from the galactic center the star would get. They found two
groups of stars. The inner group had prograde rotation, meaning they rotate in the
same direction as the galactic disk. The mean metallicity is < [Fe/H ] >= −1.6, and
its stars are within 10-15 kpc of the galacter center. The outer group had retrograde
rotation, meaning the stars rotate in the opposite direction as the galactic disk. The
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mean metallicity is < [Fe/H ] >= −2.2, and the stars are farther out. Their Figure
2, reprinted here as Figure 1.5, shows the distinction. Carollo et al. (2010) expanded
their sample by using SDSS DR-7 and repeated the analyis. The results did not
change.
Figure 1.5: Metallicity histograms for different heights above the galactic disk and
rotation velocity from Carollo et al. (2007).
Schönrich et al. (2011) accused Carollo et al. of distance mistakes and sample
contaminations. Since the proper motion, measured on the sky in arcseconds per
century, must be multipled by the distance to the star to find its velocity, an error in
distance will cause an error in velocity and make the projected locations incorrect.
He concluded that one halo is sufficient.
Drake et al. (2013a) addressed the galactic halo problem by using RR Lyrae pho-
tometry in the Catalina survey and used a linear fit of the metallicities provided by
SDSS to other known metallicities. Photometry is a method of assessing flux through
wide pass bands covering a few hundred angstroms (Å) in contrast to the narrow
pass bands (∼ 1Å) typically used in spectroscopy. However, that work relied on the
SDSS-provided metallicities, which can be problematic for variable stars for reasons
explained in Chapter 5. Nonetheless their work showed support for the dual halo
hypothesis.
1.4 The Rest of this Work
I will use the RR Lyrae found in the Sloan and Catalina surveys described in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3, I describe the technique for finding temperature groups for these
7
RR Lyraes. The temperature findings are presented alongside shocks and variable
type discrepancies in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, I describe the techniques for assessing
metallicity of these stars. In Chapter 6, I find the positions of the stars in the
galactic halo. The velocities already supplied are then used to measure the rotation
and dispersion of the galactic halo. I then assess whether the metallicity is correlated
with the position and velocity.
Copyright c© Stacy Long, 2018.
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Chapter 2 Data Collection
2.1 SDSS
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (Alam et al., 2015; Doi et al., 2010; Eisenstein et al.,
2011; Gunn et al., 2006; Smee et al., 2013; Yanny et al., 2009) has photometrically
surveyed over 1/3 of the sky in five bands (ugriz) ranging from the near-UV to the
near-IR (4,000-10,000 angstroms) from Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico.
Spectra have been taken on many stars and galaxies found during the photometry. A
region near the celestial equator has been photometrically studied numerous times;
this region is known as Stripe 82. Repeated photometry allowed for the discovery of
483 RR Lyraes in Stripe 82. Sesar et al. (2010) provided a list of them, giving RA,
dec, type, period, amplitude, and time of maximum light in each of the five bands.
Not all of them have spectra, but 177 of them do. I selected a list of all SDSS stars
through data release 12 (DR-12) that meet the photometric criteria of Sesar et al.
(2010) after extinction corrections based on Schlegel et al. (1998),
0.7 < u− g < 1.35 (2.1)
−0.15 < g − r < 0.40 (2.2)
−0.15 < r − i < 22 (2.3)
−0.21 < i− z < 0.25 (2.4)
All RR Lyraes should match these criteria, although many other stars also do. The
spectra came flux-calibrated. The individual exposures that made the composite
spectra were available for download and have been since DR-7. In Stipe 82, a total
of 10,566 stars with 57,184 single-epoch spectra (SES) meet the color requirements.
Some spectra were taken on a single night; others were taken over multiple nights.
Some stars had only one SES; others had as many as 25, but most had about 5.
2.2 Catalina
The Catalina survey is a V-band photometry (Johnson & Morgan, 1953) of much of
the sky looking for transient objects. Several types of variable stars have been cata-
logued using its data. I have made use of multiple tables from Drake et al. (2013a),
Drake et al. (2013b), Abbas et al. (2014), and their own online (but otherwise unpub-
lished) CatalinaVars.tbl table. The Drake and Abbas tables were obtained from
the VizieR catalog. All these combine to form a list of over 30,000 RR Lyraes, of
which 3,303 have at least one SDSS spectrum. Each of these tables provided a list
of RA, dec, type, amplitude, and period. In addition, some of these came with a list
of maximum light times called ephemerides. These were matched against a list of all
stars with SDSS spectroscopy subject to the photometric constraints of Equations
(2.1) - (2.4) consistent with being RR Lyrae. If the celestial distance had changed by
less than 0.0004◦ (1.44′′) between the photometric data and the spectroscopic data,
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it was assumed to be the same star. That is approximately the limit of seeing visible
light with ground-based telescopes.
Despite the claims of Equations (2.1) - (2.4), I extended the color limits by 0.3 on
each side and found 70 more RR Lyraes from these catalogs. Nonetheless, they are
far more concentrated inside the original limits.
2.3 McDonald
Previous UK graduate student Spalding and Professor Wilhelm took spectra of a few
dozen RR Lyraes at McDonald Observatory using the 2.1 meter, Otto Struve tele-
scope with the es2 medium resolution spectograph. The phases had been determined
by consulting the literature and verified by photometric measurement at MacAdam
Student Observatory on the University of Kentucky campus and at Moore Obser-
vatory at the University of Louisville with the help of John Kielkopf. As this was
their work, not mine, let the interested reader consult Spalding (2014). These spectra
covered wavelengths of approximately 3,900-5,000 angstroms in a linear series with a
separation of 1.4 angstroms.
2.4 Synthetic model spectra
For this analysis, I needed a set of synthetic stellar templates. I used the LTE
(local thermodynamnic equilibrium), plane parallel stellar atmosphere models from
Castelli & Kurucz (2004). The synethic spectra were computed using the spectral
synthesis routine, SPECTRUM v 2.76 Gray & Corbally (1994). They were established
to cover the wavelengths of 3,900-5,000 angstroms every 1.4 angstroms. A 3D grid of
models was made with the temperature set between 5500 and 8500 K in increments
of 250 K, the log g (surface gravity in cm/s2) between 1.5 and 4.5 in increments of
0.5, and the metallicity [Fe/H] between -2.5 and 0.0 in increments of 0.5. All other
metal abundances were set to scale with the solar abundance.
To test the algorithms, I made a set of noise-injected models. The metallicity was
fixed at -1.5, log g was allowed to vary between 2.5 and 3.5, and the temperature
was allowed to vary between 6000 and 8000 K in increments of 500 K. I then injected
Gaussian noise using the IDL procedure randomu. To obtain a given signal to noise
(S/N), I multiplied the array of random numbers by the flux of the original model
and divided by the signal to noise. This was then added to the original flux. For each
S/N from 5 to 50 in multiples of 5, I did this with ten different randomizations. The
results of this test are discussed in §3.4.




To normalize a spectrum, one first measures the continuum. Then one divides the flux
by the continuum. The division is straightforward, but the finding of the continuum
merits further discussion.
Figure 3.1: The model with a temperature of 7000, log g of 2.5, [Fe/H]=-1.5 (black)
spectrum with its continuum (red) is systematically below the continuum (blue) of
one of the models injected with noise to have S/N=10 (brown).
The first attempt to normalize the SDSS spectra was by using a code from a
nuclear research group and adopted from Carrell (private communication) based on
Algorithm D of Morháč (2009) that simply assumed there were no emission lines and
would always choose the highest flux in the region to be the continuum after applying
boxcar smoothing. Effectively noise is treated as absorbtion lines. In noisy data, that
systematically overstates the continuum by a factor of order (S/N)−1, as can be seen
in Figure 3.1. Two other methods could be used without taking advantage of the
knowledge of which spectral lines will be important. One could use a running mean
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or median value for a part of the spectrum that exceeds the line strength. I found
that even using these values for up to 300 angstroms still left a dip in the middle of
the lines. Finally I tried polynomial fits from 3900 to 5000 angstroms excluding 50-
Ågaps around the three Balmer lines (H-β, γ, and δ) as well as the CaII H and K lines.
After evaluating linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic fits, I chose the linear because
it ppeared to have the least offset when I compared noise-injected model spectra to
the original models. The normalization error was unbiased within (S/N)/14.
3.2 The temperature finding algorithm
Figure 3.2: A cubic spline is drawn through the temperature assuming a log g of
2.0 in a sample spectrum. The temperature 6248 K is found to minimize the χ2. It
should be near the lowest known data point, 6250 K. Since the point to the left is
lower than the point to the right, the temperature should be left of the minimum
data point.
Given the normalized spectra of both the synthetic models and either the Mc-
Donald spectra or the SDSS spectra, I did χ2 fits along each of the Balmer lines.
Each Balmer line separately could shift in 1-pixel units to accomodate a velocity of
approximately 80 or 160 km/s. Attempts to interpolate this velocity resulted in an
overall reduction of accuracy in the temperature. A minimization of the χ2 was done
using cubic spline interpolation to arrive at a best temperature; an example is seen
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in Figure 3.2. Assuming that temperature, another χ2 minimization was done to es-
timate [Fe/H]. The temperature was then revised to reflect the [Fe/H]. The log g has
a weak impact on the Balmer lines at these temperatures, but an even weaker impact
on the CaII K line. Originally, I just set log g=2.0, but later allowed it to vary and
minimized a 2D spline combining temperature and log g. The error bar corresponds
to an increase in the χ2 by the number of degrees of freedom of the spectra. The
number of degrees of freedom was determined as the number of wavelengths used for
each line on the original SDSS spectra. The error bars are typically about 100 K, a
reasonable value as half a grid point is 125 K.
3.3 Grouping
Once I had approximate temperatures and errors, I grouped the spectra. First, the
spectra were listed chronologically. The first spectrum joined the first group. The
second spectrum would join the first group if the temperature difference was less than
2σ and otherwise join a second group. If the first two spectra were already in one
group, their temperatures would be given a weighted average with the weights given
by 1
σ2
and the third spectrum would be allowed to either join that group or form a
second group. If the first two spectra were in two groups, the third spectrum would
either join the second group or form a third group, but would not be allowed to join
the first group. Any additional spectra would follow this pattern, either joining the
previous group and refining its temperature or forming a new group. The spectra in
each group were then co-added using the IDL procedure combine1fiber, the same
procedure that had been done to all the spectra in the first place. The difference here
is that I am no longer pretending that the changes to the temperature are unimportant
in metallicity determinations.
3.4 Testing the code on noise-injected synthetic spectra
In the 10 randomizations at each S/N from 5 to 50 in multiples of 5 described in §2.4,
The temperatures were approximately reproduced by the code. Samples of this at
S/N of 10 and 40 are shown in Figure 3.3. This verifies that sending a noise-injected
model through the code approximately returns the model. The usefulness is limited
since a real star will not be at an exact model temperature.
Now that I have a method for finding the stellar temperatures, I can apply it to
real data.
Copyright c© Stacy Long, 2018.
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Figure 3.3: The average (blue star) and standard error (black line) of temperature
(top), gravity (middle), and metallicity (bottom) as a function of the respective pa-
rameter with a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 (left) and 40 (right).
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Chapter 4 Temperature-phase diagrams, shocks, and mislabeled RR
Lyraes
The temperature-phase diagram for a variable star shows how the star’s surface tem-
perature changes throughout the pulsation cycle. They should have similar appear-
ance to the color-phase diagrams found in Liu & Janes (1989). At the maximum
temperature, the star is most luminous since a blackbody luminosity is proportional
to T 4. This is also the minimum radii time, but luminosity is proportional to R2.
4.1 Validation of the temperature-phase diagram
Figure 4.1: The temperature/phase diagram for RRabs. Those of For et al. (2011b)
are plotted alongside the McDonald sample. A spline regression was constructed
using the IDL procedure lowess with a smoothing window of 0.125 for both sets of
data to guide the eye. The green line is an effective minimum temperature for a given
phase.
I made a temperature-phase diagram of the RRabs of For et al. (2011b) and the
ones in the McDonald sample in Figure 4.1. There are no overlapping stars in these
two samples, so I would not expect the temperatures to be identical. The low-period
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VX Her is known to be particularly close to the blue edge of the instability strip,
where the average temperature is higher; it is the uppermost set of data in the figure.
The For et al. (2011b) set is high-resolution spectroscopy, and the McDonald data is
lower-resolution, so different methods were applied to derive temperature. Four stars
in the photometric calibration of For et al. (2011b) were included in our sample; I
show my measurements are close to their curves in Figure 4.2. It should be noted
that their light curves were not fit beyond phase 0.85, so I should not worry about
substantial differences in that region. Four stars have partial phase coverage in both
the McDonald data and Chadid et al. (2017); I show their measurements are similar
to mine in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2: The temperature-phase diagrams for four RRabs: AR Per, RR Cet, RR
Leo, and TT Lyn. I compare our results (red) with the photometric calibration of
For et al. (2011b) (black).
4.2 Application to the Stripe 82 and Catalina Stars
The Stripe 82 RRL and the Catalina data from Drake et al. (2013a) included phase
information. For these stars, I produced a temperature-phase diagram in Figures 4.4
and 4.5. Anything below the line in these figures seems too low for the spline fit, yet
I have 231 such SES. I have identified four possible reasons:
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Figure 4.3: The temperature/phase diagram for four RRabs: X Ari, V445 Oph, RR
Cet, and AV Peg. I compare my results (red) with those of Chadid et al. (2017)
(black).
(i) Period Errors Phases were determined by periods and epherimides typically
a few thousand cycles from the spectra. A period error of 0.001% leads to a
phase error of 0.10 after 1,000 cycles. To check that possibility, I used stars
that appeared in multiple listings. Few had period discrepancies of any note as
seen in Figure 4.6. If the period is sufficiently off, I could move the phase by
about 0.3 and the stars would fit in the lower-temperature region in the middle
of the diagram. However, 36 of these 231 stars (and 7 unphased SES) had tem-
peratures below 6000 K, so they would be problematic at any phase. It can be
seen that 8 low-temperature SES wander across the low-temperature boundary
and 11 stay within it. If that were projected onto the full list, one would expect
a total of ∼89 to have phase errors. Sesar’s list included ephemeride calcula-
tions for each of the five SDSS bands (usually within 0.02 of each other, but
consecutive bands change by up to 0.08 in stars bright enough to have spectra.)
These bands were then phased independently, allowing a measure of the phase
uncertainty.
(ii) Shocks As discussed in §1.2, some stars are shocked. Shocks are often identi-
fied by visual inspection of the spectrum as seen in Figure 4.7. Concerns with
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Figure 4.4: Temperatures as a function of phase for the Sesar et al. (2010) list of
RRabs. The spline from the McDonald data is overplotted. The lower piecewise line
marks a minimum reasonable temperature for each phase.
.
consistency lead to the decision not to mark shocks by eye alone. One potential
indicator of a shocked star is a large full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) for the
equivalent width (EW). Shocked lines have redshifted and blueshifted parts,
causing them to take up a larger wavelength range. Additionally, the emis-
sion can reduce the equivalent width by filling in the line core. The smaller
equivalent width would then better match a synethic spectrum of a cooler
star. Figure 4.8 shows the previously mentioned shocked star moving along
the FWHM/EW relation. For each spectral line considered, a cubic fit was ap-
plied to the FWHM/EW relation in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. Any line that exceeds
the fit by more than 3 times both its own uncertainty and the fit uncertainty
is marked as shocked. This way I can be sure shock claims are not merely
the result of statistical noise or the internal scatter. The phases of the stars
marked shocked are generally near 0.1 or 0.95. A total of 64 out of 4,361 (1.5%)
grouped SES are shocked in at least one Balmer line. This includes 19 low-
temperature RRabs and 4 RRcs. The shock fraction is significantly lower than
the 4% expected elsewhere. Many SES are above the fit, but are too noisy to be
definitely labeled shocked. Shocks were not found in the CaII K line. Although
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Figure 4.5: Temperatures as a function of phase for the Drake et al. (2013a) list of
RRabs. The spline from the McDonald data is overplotted. The lower piecewise line
marks a minimum reasonable temperature for each phase.
.
shocked metal lines in RRL are known in the literature (Chadid & Gillet, 1995;
Sefyani et al., 2017), a resolving power of 42,000 and a time resolution of 1% is
necessary to achieve them. Figure 4.11 shows that the shocked SES and non-
shocked SES occupy an overlapping region in the period-amplitude diagram,
but the shocked SES appear more frequently in regions of larger periods and
amplitudes (Oosterhoof type II). The other cold SES are also there, while the
warmer SES are more often in Oosterhoof type I. A list of shocked stars ap-
pears in Table 4.1. Only 10% of the SES in the low-temperature region appear
shocked, so something else must explain the rest.
Table 4.1: A list of shocked stars. From left to right, the
columns are SDSS spectral ID, Catalina ID, type of star,
Balmer lines which passed the shock criteria, period in
days, V amplitude, and temperature.
spectrum CSS type lines period amp temp
19
0367-51997-0300g004 J171433.33+544857.5 ab βγδ 0.527140 1.11 5920
0384-51821-0287g002 J232900.34-010302.4 ab β 0.587520 0.86 6342
0389-51795-0580g001 21992 ab δ 0.625880 1.14 6366
0391-51782-0336g001 J002449.82+011256.4 ab βγ 0.680410 0.90 5951
0435-51882-0026g001 CSS J075723.9+400828 ab δ 0.602732 0.81 6599
0480-51989-0083g001 CSS J094738.7+004206 c δ 0.331558 0.52 6941
0480-51989-0083g003 CSS J094738.7+004206 c δ 0.331558 0.52 7542
0505-52317-0639g001 J104002.60+022258.9 ab βγδ 0.584960 1.03 6338
0539-52017-0476g003 CSS J150157.7+015009 ab β 0.603432 1.07 6960
0569-52264-0308g003 CSS J093028.0+031047 ab βγ 0.467886 1.14 7171
0584-52049-0205g001 CSS J142148.4+030135 ab βγδ 0.597833 1.04 6528
0584-52049-0205g002 CSS J142148.4+030135 ab β 0.597833 1.04 6979
0700-52199-0366g001 J015128.50+011457.1 ab βγ 0.499790 1.26 7172
0700-52199-0515g002 CSS J015450.1+001500 ab β 0.636982 1.14 7043
0814-52443-0079g001 CSS J162051.3+444825 c δ 0.260677 0.40 7419
0915-52443-0198g002 J140129.81-023153.9 ab βγδ 0.492760 1.09 7210
0926-52413-0450g002 CSS J154124.2-002225 ab β 0.473510 0.98 6476
0960-52425-0155g002 J133957.45+581004.2 ab β 0.571650 0.84 6808
0994-52725-0093g001 J095230.05+052423.6 ab γ 0.611520 0.90 6578
1103-52873-0418g001 CSS J222117.3+010517 ab γ 0.587526 1.05 6690
1167-52738-0188g001 CSS J153650.7+480045 ab β 0.541218 0.83 6262
1280-52738-0036g002 J131013.83+492217.2 ab βγδ 0.652440 0.90 6622
1320-52759-0290g001 J131920.30+552430.8 ab δ 0.450360 1.27 7297
1338-52765-0122g001 CSS J162942.1+351715 ab γδ 0.631037 0.92 5933
1338-52765-0122g002 CSS J162942.1+351715 ab βγ 0.631037 0.92 6852
1397-53119-0014g001 CSS J145430.8+400412 ab βγδ 0.667318 0.63 6036
1475-52903-0425g001 J220553.24+002800.9 ab β 0.566200 0.84 6100
1506-53003-0582g003 J021052.15+003755.0 ab βγ 0.513420 1.15 7099
1568-53169-0165g002 CSS J165228.3+190511 ab βδ 0.517914 1.03 5961
1572-53177-0004g001 CSS J163431.9+224540 ab γ 0.550240 0.96 6390
1617-53112-0349g001 CSS J111454.6+075812 ab γδ 0.555123 0.70 6586
1697-53142-0141g001 J131600.29+115451.3 ab βγδ 0.526980 0.99 6303
1729-53858-0548g003 J160634.99+072912.6 ab γ 0.609700 1.06 6570
1910-53321-0270g002 CSS J225451.7-095941 ab β 0.538323 0.86 6625
1912-53293-0472g001 J002230.42-100004.6 ab β 0.590860 0.94 6299
1914-53729-0448g003 J013718.01-081342.9 ab γ 0.561330 0.84 6648
1960-53289-0017g003 J213443.96+102921.4 ab γ 0.755380 0.99 5898
1974-53430-0249g003 CSS J112933.9+311344 ab γ 0.592567 0.73 6356
2001-53493-0180g001 J121625.04+381441.5 ab βγ 0.587420 0.71 6619
2022-53827-0623g001 CSS J125208.4+361633 ab β 0.522817 1.00 7191
2154-54539-0205g001 J150743.35+255245.7 ab βδ 0.594710 0.82 6928
2209-53907-0448g001 J163318.64+151309.1 ab βγδ 0.650550 1.10 5983
2209-53907-0448g002 J163318.64+151309.1 ab βγ 0.650550 1.10 6900
2251-53557-0078g001 CSS J221238.9+203154 c δ 0.339900 0.22 7480
2305-54414-0180g005 CSS J212130.4-073445 ab β 0.523546 0.90 7068
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2334-53713-0517g001 CSS J032637.6+051844 ab βγ 0.602133 0.64 6826
2372-53768-0515g001 J100709.87+192207.4 ab β 0.547800 1.05 7181
2459-54544-0440g001 CSS J155250.0+265433 ab βγ 0.572164 1.05 6934
2511-53882-0595g002 CSS J115107.9+231216 ab β 0.526280 1.12 7439
2577-54086-0158g001 J092034.15+120130.2 ab βγ 0.651990 0.95 6565
(iii) Eclipsing binaries One may ask if these stars are not true RRLs, but eclipsing
binaries. These are RRabs. The light curve does not show the typical pattern
of an eclipsing binary. The M-test, the ratio of the difference between the
maximum and mean luminosities to the difference between the maximum and
minimum luminosities, has been used by Kinemuchi et al. (2006) to quantify
this. In RRabs, M > 0.502 since they spend most of the time above the mean
magnitude (Drake et al., 2014). Sinusoidal eclipsing binaries and RRcs have
M ≈ 0.5. An eclipsing binary with time between the eclipses has M < 0.5.
These values are based on a few hundred observations, so it is unlikely that
these are misidentified types. Within the photometric constraints of RRabs,
other variable stars seldom have similar periods and amplitudes, as shown in
Figure 4.12. However, I cannot dismiss the possibility of misidentification, as
two RRcs in Sesar’s list were recorded in the Catalina DR2 as RRds. Twelve
stars were recorded as both RRab and RRc in different lists of Catalina data.
These are unlikely explanations for cool SES since RRcs and RRds should be
hotter. A single star, known as spec-2612-54480-0487.fits in the Sloan spectral
database and CSS J122950.8+200833 in the Catalina data, was listed as RRab
in Drake et al. (2013b) and RS Cvn eclipsing binary in Catalina DR-2 (see
Table 4.3) . A total of 44 type discrepancies exist among the 1185 stars with
two catalog listings, and 1 type discrepancy exists among the 94 stars with
three listings. Of the 1015 supposed RR Lyraes found in DR-2, only five were
cross-listed as eclipsing binaries. I suggest the discrepancy rate is no higher
than 4%, which amounts to about 9 SES.
(iv) Low temperatures Some RRLs may simply have lower temperatures. The
red and blue edges of the instability strip are not very well-defined by tem-
perature alone (Jurcsik et al. (2017); Figure 10; ). Grenon & Waelkens (1986)
present an example of a low-amplitude RRab with T < 6400 K. In the For et al.
(2011b) data, I observe that all stars had minimum temperatures near 6000 K,
but the temperature amplitude varied widely. In Figure 4.13, I show that a
positive correlation exists between the V band amplitude and the temperature
amplitude. Some stars in Figure 4.11 have lower V amplitude than these, so
I extrapolate that they also have lower temperature amplitude. I allowed a
maximum temperature of 6800, corresponding to a temperature amplitude of
800 and a V amplitude of 0.54. Thirty-four SES fit this description; we list
them in Table 4.2. Past claims of lower amplitude RRabs have been disputed
(Kinman & Brown, 2010), but they were based on lower quality data. This is
also the default location for any other SES with temperature below 6000 K.
A temperature as low as 5918 K appears in For et al. (2011b). Of the 20 SES
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Figure 4.6: Temperature-phase diagram for the commonly phased SES in Stripe 82
(black, g band) and Catalina (red) with lines connecting them. The low-temperature
boundary appears in green. Eight SES cross the boundary; eleven others stay low-
temperature.
cooler than that, only three were cooler than 5800 K, and none below 5660 K.
This is allowable within 2σ errors.
Of 231 low-temperature SES, I ascribed 34 to low-amplitude SES, 28 to cool but not
low-amplitude SES, 19 to confirmed shocks, and 8 to confirmed phase discepancies.
Of the 142 remaining SES, I can project 81 to be phase discrepancies and up to 9
type discrepancies. This leaves 52 more SES to explain as shocked but not strongly
enough to meet my stringent criteria.
4.3 The RRcs
It is not as easy to make a nice temperature-phase diagram for the RRcs. The same
spline algorithm used for the McDonald RRabs does not bode well for the RRcs,
as can be seen in Figure 4.14. RRcs generally have a lower amplitude than RRabs,
so the natural differences between stars plays a larger role. In any case, I have the
necessary ephermides only for the RRcs in Stripe 82, so I draw a temperature-phase
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Figure 4.7: The H-δ, γ, and β lines of the RRL with SDSS spectral designation 0389-
51795-0580 taken over a small phase change. At phase 0.114, it appears to beginning
a shock that peaks near phase 0.134. By phase 0.153, the shock is over.
Figure 4.8: The star identified as 0389-51795-0580moves along the FWHM/EW curve
in CaII K, H-δ, H−γ, and H-β. The point in blue is shown as the beginning point,
phase 0.114. The small, wide Balmer line there indicates a shock. By the third phase
point, it is no longer shocked.
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Table 4.2: This table lists the SES from RRabs which have a cool temperature for
the given phase, but I do not dispute that they are RRLs because they also have a
low V amplitude. From left to right, the columns are SDSS spectral identification,
the name found in the Catalina Sky Survey, the phase, the effective temperature, the
period in days, and the amplitude.
star CSS phase temp period amp
spec-0990-52465-0203G001.fits CSS J214104.1-005215 0.097 6555 0.622240 0.46
spec-0327-52294-0220G001.fits J113334.03-033524.9 0.029 6370 0.633565 0.47
spec-0328-52282-0173G001.fits CSS J114154.7-023249 0.056 6076 0.633570 0.30
spec-0342-51691-0489G003.fits J154745.90+002549.8 0.764 5955 0.488853 0.47
spec-0518-52282-0589G001.fits CSS J121853.3+030430 0.939 6080 0.663968 0.51
spec-0518-52282-0589G002.fits CSS J121853.3+030430 0.988 6164 0.633397 0.51
spec-0726-52226-0085G002.fits CSS J231306.2-102601 0.986 6559 0.454160 0.41
spec-1210-52701-0068G002.fits CSS J085324.4+331412 0.992 6162 0.714141 0.36
spec-1333-52782-0522G001.fits CSS J154350.3+453757 0.756 5965 0.466751 0.28
spec-1434-53053-0546G001.fits J105241.15+453942.5 0.010 6632 0.547227 0.50
spec-1434-53053-0546G002.fits J105241.15+453942.5 0.039 6688 0.501071 0.50
spec-1523-52937-0075G001.fits J211754.30-001655.8 0.987 6355 0.354879 0.46
spec-1577-53495-0081G001.fits J161308.97+265812.5 0.959 5905 0.228456 0.50
spec-1692-53473-0585G002.fits CSS J165907.6+261212 0.175 6368 0.598624 0.24
spec-1948-53388-0583G001.fits CSS J100146.8+344719 0.913 6053 0.522790 0.35
spec-1983-53442-0311G001.fits CSS J105123.2+343309 0.954 6085 0.660125 0.37
spec-1987-53765-0567G001.fits CSS J125215.0+344606 0.079 6640 0.660140 0.45
spec-1991-53446-0514G001.fits CSS J115344.6+322334 0.098 6013 0.561340 0.52
spec-2152-53874-0147G001.fits J150627.32+235039.0 0.118 6063 0.708750 0.48
spec-2230-53799-0288G001.fits J121120.37+284544.7 0.921 6057 0.614420 0.39
spec-2359-53826-0591G001.fits CSS J105826.2+282346 0.907 6026 0.546449 0.38
spec-2467-54176-0449G001.fits J120855.79+404941.4 0.089 6316 0.512751 0.53
spec-2660-54504-0118G001.fits J124321.01+250155.0 0.090 6584 0.472391 0.46
spec-2894-54539-0600G001.fits J121255.70+501931.0 0.018 6153 0.549372 0.50
spec-2909-54653-0264G003.fits J144445.44-003118.7 0.046 6397 0.324380 0.45
spec-2941-54507-0319G002.fits CSS J072150.8+363315 0.956 6360 0.338880 0.36
spec-2949-54557-0117G001.fits CSS J164300.6+261734 0.133 6105 0.273130 0.54
spec-2949-54557-0117G002.fits CSS J164300.6+261734 0.178 6384 0.312650 0.54
spec-3005-54876-0348G001.fits CSS J155731.8+283801 0.975 6384 0.365904 0.53
spec-2867-54479-0613G004.fits CSS J100312.4+005819 0.451 5713 0.476705 0.27
spec-2867-54479-0613G005.fits CSS J100312.4+005819 0.570 5803 0.476700 0.27
spec-2867-54479-0613G006.fits CSS J100312.4+005819 0.173 5806 0.576080 0.27
spec-2867-54479-0613G007.fits CSS J100312.4+005819 0.766 5880 0.576065 0.27
spec-2867-54479-0613G008.fits CSS J100312.4+005819 0.806 5832 0.515610 0.27
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Figure 4.9: The left panels show the full-width half-maximum v equivalent width for
(top) H-δ and (bottom) H-γ,A cubic fit to the data is plotted in yellow with 1-σ error
in blue, 2-σ error in cyan, and 3-σ error in green. The points with red diamonds were
marked as shocked. All other points were marked with black dots. The points with
purple squares were marked as more than 3 of their own error bars from the fit. The
right panels show the residual from the fit as a function of phase.
diagram for these in Figure 4.15. Nonetheless some things can be said about them
that do not rely on phase information, so the analysis continues.
The concatenation of catalogs yielded a total of 1,552 RRc SES. Four in particular,
listed in Table 4.3, were doubly marked as an RRc by Abbass and EW eclipsing binary
by Catalina DR2. The temperature of those marked as RRcs is remarkably low. Most
RRcs are supposed to stay in the 7000-7500 K range Govea et al. (2014) (min 6800)
range, 6850 Sneden et al. (2018), or at least above 6500 K (Nemec et al., 2013). The
ones mentioned here were measured between 6600 and 7200 K.
Eight of the 1,552 RRc SES have temperatures less than 6500 K. They are prob-
ably EW eclipsing binaries. The temperature histogram for the RRcs in Figure 4.16
shows us they are outliers. I list their temperatures, periods, and amplitudes in Table
4.4. From the plot of their periods and amplitudes in Figure 4.17, I see these are on
the edges of the usual placement for an RRc. These are not obviously shocked since
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Table 4.3: The stars with Abbass 2014 listing of RRc and Catalina DR-2 listing as EW eclipsing binary. Data columns are
spectral identification, Abbass identification, first type, first period, amplitude, mean magnitude, distance (kpc), Catalina DR-2
type, period, amplitude, and mean magnitude. Also shown with an asterisk is the only RRab from the Drake et al. (2013b) list
that is also considered to be a RS CVn eclipsing binary in the Catalina DR2 table.
name Abbass ID type period amp mag distance DR2 type period amp mag
spec-0285-51930-0327.fits J115628.61+011223.9 c 0.311310 0.70 17.26 26.10 EW 0.622629 0.45 17.24
spec-0536-52024-0419.fits J143734.71+025618.4 c 0.314620 0.40 17.31 26.28 EW 0.919235 0.19 17.34
spec-1456-53115-0376.fits J124124.67+422241.1 c 0.353810 0.62 17.31 23.24 EW 0.707608 0.42 17.31
spec-0607-52368-0451.fits J143200.18+610155.3 c 0.410000 0.36 16.48 15.54 EW 0.819995 0.28 16.49
spec-2612-54480-0487.fits* CSS J122950.8+200833 ab 0.781051 0.37 15.63 9.89 RS CVn 1.384365 0.19 15.56
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.9, but for H−β and CaII K.
the four RRcs in Table 4.1 all have temperatures above 6900 K.
Copyright c© Stacy Long, 2018.
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Figure 4.11: Period-amplitude diagram for the RRabs with phases [0.000-0.200]. A
star may be marked in multiple categories if it has multiple SES groups.
Table 4.4: This table lists the SES that are supposed to be from RRcs in which
recorded a temperature less than 6500 K. A star may appear on this list multiple
times if it has 2 SES less than 6500 K. From left to right, the columns are SDSS
spectral identification, name given in Catalina, temperature (K), period (days), and
V amplitude.
star CSS temp period amp
spec-2677-54180-0521G001.fits J072511.26+323537.0 6027 0.317680 0.68
spec-2677-54180-0521G002.fits J072511.26+323537.0 6221 0.317680 0.68
spec-2240-53823-0005G002.fits J125907.47+263550.2 6321 0.417510 0.49
spec-3233-54891-0081G002.fits CSS J112845.4-021600 6343 0.257088 0.56
spec-1600-53090-0151G001.fits CSS J103941.5+111819 6345 0.425980 0.37
spec-1646-53498-0474G001.fits CSS J144401.0+340244 6352 0.407082 0.41
spec-1728-53228-0463G002.fits CSS J160138.4+085330 6354 0.362528 0.34
spec-0836-52376-0006G001.fits CSS J112649.5+040508 6356 0.428471 0.38
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Figure 4.12: Period-amplitude diagram of all Catalina DR-2 stars that had Sloan
spectroscopy and met my photometric criteria. Most RRabs are off by themselves,
but a few approach the zones of EW and EA eclipsing binaries and RRcs. A few
longer-period RS CVn, EA, and EW eclipsing binaries are outside the bounds of the
plot.
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Figure 4.13: The amplitude in both temperature and V band magnitude for the stars
in the For et al. (2011b) sample. The linear regression Tamp = (260±320)+(1010±
380) ∗ V amp is drawn to show the positive correlation.
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Figure 4.14: Temperature-phase diagram for the McDonald RRcs. A spline fit was
constructed, but did not fit well.
‘
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Figure 4.15: Temperature-phase diagram for the Stipe 82 RRcs. The spline from
Figure 4.14 was inserted, but did not fit well. Nonetheless the lower-temperature
cutoff line of 6500 K was reasonable.
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Figure 4.16: Histogram of the temperature distribution among the RRcs. A blue line
marks a temperature of 6500 K, the lowest temperature accepted without claiming
that the star is not actually an eclipsing binary.
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Figure 4.17: Period-amplitude diagram of the RRcs with special symbols for those
with temperature below 6500 K or crosslisted as RRab, RRd, or EW eclipsing binary.
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Chapter 5 Metallicity Calibration
Several different methods of measuring metallicity of RR Lyrae are known in the lit-
erature. Some rely on measurements of spectral lines; others involve Fourier decom-
position of the light curves or use of an entire globular cluster or the period-amplitude
relation. A comparison of these methods with the Sloan Stellar Parameter Pipeline
(SSPP) (Lee et al., 2008), can be found in Figure 19 of Drake et al. (2013a).
I measured the strength of the three Balmer lines H−β, H-γ, and H-δ alongside the
metal line CaII K. The CaII K line was chosen because it is the easiest to measure.
It is a resonance line. The nearby CaII H line should not be chosen because it is
too close to H-ǫ; this was also a resaon I avoided measuring H-ǫ. Each line was
separately normalized in IRAF. A Gaussian fit was applied to each line. From this
fit, I found an equivalent width (EW) and a full-width half-maximum (FWHM). By
adding Gaussian noise and repeating the measurement 100 times, I found a mean
and a standard deviation. The metallicity of a star will not change. Even fusing
helium into carbon in the stellar interior will not affect the measurements of the
outer atmosphere since the carbon will not go there. Given several measurements of
a given star’s spectral lines, I find an approximately linear relationship between the
Balmer line strength and CaII K strength. See Figure 5.1. An empirical relation is
then derived:
[Fe/H ] =
< CaEW > −xp0 + xp1 < H(ave) >
xp2 + xp3 < H(ave) >
(5.1)
where the parameters and their errors were fed into the computer as
xp0 = 13.1211± 0.0762807 (5.2)
xp1 = −0.671330± 0.00811156 (5.3)
xp2 = 3.84148± 0.0396494 (5.4)
xp3 = −0.172849± 0.00480728 (5.5)
Bulk stellar surveys like SDSS do not measure stars throughout the pulsation
cycle. Instead, the SSPP uses a single composite spectrum alongside the stellar
photometry to estimate the metallicity. This method is ill-suited for variable stars
because the photometry and spectroscopy may be out of phase, and spectra taken at
different phases are combined. I propose a few alternatives:
(i) Reject the photometry and only use spectroscopy known to be in the same
phase. If there are several spectra at different phases, they can be averaged for
a composite metallicity. This method, known as nSPPP, uses all the metal lines
of the original method.
(ii) Average the metallicity found in each SES group by the Balmer and CaII K
lines. This method uses only one metal line, but this line is easily seen in
lower resolution spectra. I call this method the template method. It should
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Figure 5.1: The average Balmer line strength varies with CaII K line strength for
several stars in the McDonald sample whose metallicities are indicated in the legend.
be noted that the use of the calcium line creates biases in the metallicities
because calcium and other α elements (those with nuclei that could be fused
together from an integer number of helium nuclei) tend to be overabundant in
these low-metallicity stars by up to 0.4 dex Pritzl et al. (2005). I corrected the
metallicities by subtracting 0.4 on all [Fe/H ] less than -1; for more metal-rich
stars, I interpolated the difference down to 0 at [Fe/H ] = 0. The corrections
were included in my analysis. A comparison of the metallicity determined by
this method for the McDonald data and the high-resolution spectroscopy may
be found in Figure 5.2. Aside from V445 Ophelius, which has a high-resolution
metallicity of -0.21 but shows up at -2.90 on the models, all spectra have a
reasonable metallicity determined.
(iii) Use the relationship between the Balmer line strengths and CaII K line strength
as seen in Figure 5.1 to determine a metallicity. I call this method the calibration
method.
Naturally these three methods do not have perfect agreement. At the time of
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Figure 5.2: Difference between the published metallicity and the measured metal-
licity as a function of the published metallicity for the McDonald sample. A linear
regression shows that the difference changes slightly.
writing, I do not have nSSPP data for all SES groups mentioned, but I can test
their agreement using about 75%. In Figure 5.3, I show the differences between the
three methods as a function of different metallicity measurements. I find the models
are in very close agreement with the nSSPP across a wide range of metallicities. The
calibration values are in good agreement with the other two only in the range between
-2.0 and -1.5. It should be noted that SSPP tends to overestimate the metallicity of
the most metal-rich stars according to Equation 4 of Drake et al. (2013a); it is not
known if this also applies to nSSPP.
For each star, the final metallicity was determined as an average of the metallicities
for each SES with both the calibration method and the template method. This results
in a mean metallicity of -1.78 and a standard deviation of 0.30. A histogram is shown
in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: I show the difference between the metallicity based on the synthetic
models and nSSPP as a function of the nSSPP value (black), (calibration and nSSPP
as a function of the nSSPP (red), and the model and calibration as a function of the
calibration (blue). Linear regressions are drawn and stated with errors for all.
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Figure 5.4: A histogram of the the final metallicity of the stars in the combiend
Catalina and Stripe 82 data sets. The bins were spaced every 0.125 dex.
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Chapter 6 Galactic Geometry Implications
RR Lyraes have historically been used to probe the galactic halo. Does it have
a metallicity gradient? How much is it rotating? Here I seek to find the stellar
distances and galactic positions. Then the velocities will be used to measure the halo
rotation and assess thin and thick disk rotation.
6.1 Finding Stellar position
The apparent magnitude of a variable star is the result of a combination of the mean
intrinsic absolute magnitude, the pulsation magnitude, and the interstellar reddening.
The most common calibration is in the Johnson V band. For some stars in Stripe 82
that were not covered by the Catalina surveys, I must first convert from the SDSS
bands to the Johnson V band. Different formulas have been proposed. Sesar et al.
(2010) used
V = g0 + 0.0688 ∗ gmr03 − 0.2056 ∗ gmr02 − 0.3838 ∗ gmr0− 0.053 (6.1)
claiming to receive it from Ivezić et al. (2007) (their eq. 10)
mV 0s = g0 + 0.0688 ∗ gmr03 − 0.2056 ∗ gmr02 − 0.3838 ∗ gmr0− 0.053 (6.2)
Here gmr0 is the g − r color and g0 is the g magnitude after extinction corrections.
Abbas et al. (2014) used
mV 0 = gmag0− 1.06 ∗ gmr0 + 0.355 (6.3)
because of Equation 3 in Ivezić et al. (2005). I attempted both, but recognize that
the results will not be heavily dependent on either because 3/4 of the Stripe 82 stars
have Catalina V magnitudes. Ninety-four stars had a mean V magnitude from both
Catalina and ugriz magnitudes from Sesar; only thirty-one are listed by Sesar but
not Catalina. The three published conversions used by Sesar, Drake, and Abbas all
disagreed with each other by at least 0.07 magnitudes, so I used the mean magnitudes
in each band of the stars for which I have both Sesar and Catalina magnitudes. I
decided against using the listed photometry values from the Sloan catalogs because
they are at arbitrary phases and thus will not provide a reliable average. Using the
mean magnitude from Sesar and the Catalina papers, I made the following linear
regression in Figure 6.1.
V = g − 0.572(g − r) + 0.078 (6.4)
Few changes were made when I allowed it to become cubic. Using all four color terms
or just g − r did not cause substantial bias in temperature, metallicity, or surface
gravity as seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Plot of actual V magnitude from Catalina against the mean g − r color
from Sesar for the RR Lyrae. The linear regression was chosen because the quadratic
and cubic regressions did not provide a substantially better fit.
Given a metallicity measurement [Fe/H ], Sesar et al. (2010) asserted that an RR
Lyrae’s absolute magnitude in theV band can be determined from the equation
< Vabs >= 0.93− 0.23 ∗ [Fe/H ] (6.5)
Given the mean apparent magnitude V , I can then find the distance modulus
D0 = V − Vabs (6.6)
and the distance
D = 1000.2∗D0 (6.7)
readily. The other spherical coordinates of the heliocentric position are given by
right ascencion and declination, which can be converted into a galactic latitude b and
longitude l so that that the galactic center is at latitude 0◦ by realigning the sky so
that the north pole is at RA = 12h49m and Dec = 27◦24′. The Sloan photometry
table has these coordinates precomputed.
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Figure 6.2: Plot of the differences between the V magnitude calculated from the Sesar
colors and the original V magnitude from Catalina showing any systematic differences
in temperature (top), metallicity (middle), and log g (bottom). A multilinear color
regression was made, but it is seen here that it would be only slightly different from
using only the g − r color.
From this b and l, and the distance of the Sun to the galactic center R0, I find a





+D2 − 2 ∗R0 ∗D cos(b) cos(l) (6.8)
Estimates vary on R0, generally thought to be approximately 8.27 kpc Schönrich
(2012) or 8.34 kpc in accordance with Huang et al. (2016), . 8.5 kpc or Carollo et al.
(2010). In a perfect world, I could simultaneously visualize the metallicity and the
3-dimensional position of the entire sample. At most I can instead present some
kind of coloring scale for one dimension while plotting two. The azimuthal direction
was neglected because the galaxy is approximately azimuthally symmetric outside
the bar’s influence. In Figure 6.3, I observe the metallicity ranges that prevail at
a given cylindrical radius R and height z from the galactic center. In Figure 6.4,
I see a better view of how the metallicity changes cylindrically outward. It ranges
from about -1.7 to -2.0 going outward. In Figure 6.5, I see a better view of how the
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metallicity changes radially outward. The range goes from -1.7 to -2.2 going outward.
In Figure 6.6, I show the relationship between the galactic height z and metallicity
[Fe/H ] of the RR Lyrae population. This ranges from -1.7 near the galactic plane to
-2.0 far from it. The metallicity dependence does show support for the dual halo.
‘
Figure 6.3: The galactic height z as a function of cylindrical R with metallicity
rounded down to the nearest 0.5 shown by color: red for -3.0, orange for -2.5, yellow
for -2.0, green for -1.5, blue for -1.0, and violet for -0.5.
6.2 Stellar Velocities
A full analysis of the kinematic information needs to account for not only the positions
of stars, but also their velocities. Stellar motion can either be along the line of sight or
perpendicular to it. When the motion is along the line of sight, it is possible to observe
the spectral line shifts in the stellar spectra. The ratio of the wavelength observed
to the original wavelength is called the redshift. When the star moves perpendicular
to the line of sight, the position of the star in the telescope view will change. This
change is called proper motion. It is very hard to detect outside approximately a
1 kiloparsec radius from the Sun. The stars analyzed here are typically tens of kpc
so I ignore the proper motion in the following analysis. The Balmer and Calcium
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Figure 6.4: The metallicity [Fe/H ] as a function of cylindrical R.
line shifts were not sufficent for determining velocities by redshift. For these, I relied
on the SSPP despite the flaws noted in Chapter 5. The observed redshift z can be
converted into a velocity v by
v = cz (6.9)
where c = 299, 792, 458m/s is the speed of light. This velocity vobs has three major
contributors:
vobs = v⊕ + v∗ + vp (6.10)
where v⊕ is the portion of the velocity caused by the motion of the Earth around
the Sun, v∗ is the velocity from the star’s motion and vp is the velocity from stellar
pulsation. SDSS provides v⊕ and removes it from the listed velocity. For an RR
Lyrae, vp ∼ 70km/s (For et al., 2011a), in either direction depending on the pulsation
phase. Since I were unable to obtain velocities for each SES, I instead note that a large
sample of N RR Lyraes at random phases would be expected to have < vp >= 0 with
an uncertainty of 70√
N
km/s. Nonetheless any attempt to measure the mean square




p will need to consider this pulsation. If the RR Lyrae
metallicity is correlated with the velocity, it might be evidence of a halo gradient.
However, I see little correlation in Figure 6.8.
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‘
Figure 6.5: The metallicity [Fe/H ] as a function of spherical r.
Frenk & White (1980) provide a method to measure galactic rotation from only
the position and line-of-sight velocity. After setting up the components of each stellar
velocity as
vi = vrot cosψi + vexp,i cosφi + vpec,i − v⊙ cosλi (6.11)
where vrot is the rotational velocity, vexp is the expansion velocity, and v⊙ is the Sun’s
rotational velocity. They find the galactocentric angles shown in Figure 6.7:
cosλi = cos bi sin li (6.12)
cosψi =




2 li + (R⊙ − Ri cos bi cos li)2
(6.13)
cosφi =




⊙ − 2RiR⊙ cos bi cos li
(6.14)
The cos φ term is presented as corrected in a footnote by Zinn (1985). From these
the maximum likelihood estimator can be calculated as
vφ =
∑











Figure 6.6: The galactic height z as a function of [Fe/H ].








If I assume v⊙ = 234 from circular velocity and additional motion in the rotational
direction, I find the rotational velocity and its error, as well as the line of the sight
dispersion velocity given in Table 6.1. From this table, it is clear that the most
metal-rich stars are rotating at a different speed from the most metal-poor stars.
This could be a result of the most metal-rich stars actually being thick-disk stars,
but the medium and low metallicity stars are also distinguishable.
For a more modern attempt, I turn to Huang et al. (2016). Their method allows
for random solar motions in addition to the circular velocity. They look for a re-
lationship between the angle cosψ and the measured velocity to determine galactic
rotation. That is readily seen in Figure 6.9. Dividing the stars by metallicity allows
the view of a substantial slope change in Figures 6.10, 6.9, and 6.12. The different
slopes of the lines represent the galactic rotation’s metallicity dependence.
Copyright c© Stacy Long, 2018.
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Figure 6.7: Frenk & White (1980) (their Figure 1) illustrates the coordinate trans-
formation from b,l, and R to r and λ.
Table 6.1: For each metallicity range, this table shows the rotational velocity and
its errors and the line of sight dispersion velocity for the entire RR Lyrae sample in
km/s. I did not separate the disperion velocity from the pulsation velocity; assuming
a uniform pulsation velocity of 70 km/s, the σlos would become ∼ 94 km/s
[Fe/H ] range vφ σvφ σlos
[-2.8,+0.5] 8.3 7.2 117.7
[-2.8,-2.0] 11.6 15.5 124.7
[-2.0,-1.3] 10.2 8.4 114.2
[-1.3,+0.5] -17.9 27.1 123.9
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Figure 6.8: The metallicity and 1D measured velocity of all RRL in the sample.
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Figure 6.9: The cosψ and 1D measured velocity of all RRL in the sample is used to
measure galactic rotation and dispersion velocity.
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Figure 6.10: The cosψ and 1D measured velocity of all RRL with [Fe/H ] < −2 in
the sample is used to measure galactic rotation and dispersion velocity.
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Figure 6.11: The cosψ and 1D measured velocity of all RRL with −2 < [Fe/H ] <
−1.3 in my sample is used to measure galactic rotation and dispersion velocity.
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Figure 6.12: The cosψ and 1D measured velocity of all RRL with [Fe/H]>-1.3 in the
sample is used to measure galactic rotation and dispersion velocity.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
I have established a new metallicity calibration for RR Lyraes.
I have presented a new method of using multiple single-epoch spectra to measure
the temperature of RRL. This could lead to better metallicity measurements since
metal lines are temperature-dependent. Since the absolute magnitude of RRL is
known to depend on metallicity, this will result in improved distances to stars in the
galactic halo.
I have found stars that may have been mistakenly labeled as RRL in previous
literature. As they already have photometry covered in several bands, the light
curve (and M-test value) is unlikely to make appreciable changes. More accurate
metallicities may help break the degeneracy since binary stars are usually more metal
rich than RRLs.
I have found some shocked RRLs. This sample is twenty times larger than that of
Yang et al. (2014). There it was claimed that a high amplitude (> 0.7) was necessary
for shocks. Here I claim shocks for amplitudes as low as 0.45.
I have found some cold non-shocked RRabs. Future work could include full light
curves and spectral coverage of these stars. These stars are important in determining
the red edge of the instability strip.
The galactic halo has a clear preference for higher metallicity in the inner parts.
The rotational velocity is larger in the low-metallicity portion.
The interstellar medium has calcium emissions. In low-metallicity environments,
the calcium lines have substantial contribution. This has been mapped out by
Murga et al. (2015). My synethic spectra did not account for this, but future work
could.
Copyright c© Stacy Long, 2018.
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